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I.  Introduction 

The Social Security Administration (SSA) has instituted an electronic claims file.    From this electronic 

file, SSA has gained the ability, through agency-developed software, to generate an electronic 

administrative record.  Some jurisdictions either accept or require electronic filing of administrative 

records at this time.1   

The focus of this guide concerns the electronic filing in CM/ECF of SSA administrative records that begin 

as electronic files and are converted into a functional pdf document for filing in the district court’s 

CM/ECF system.  Cases in which the record has been electronic from the creation of the file and, if the 

certified administrative record was prepared after the new process took effect, will use the format 

described below.2 

By following this guide, a filer will create a docket entry in CM/ECF that provides a highly usable 

electronic SSA administrative record with functioning hyperlinks. 

SSA prepares the administrative record for filing.  The Office of Appellate Operations carries this 

responsibility.  In most districts, the local United States Attorney actually does the physical electronic 

filing in the court’s CM/ECF system. 

SSA administrative records are large.  At their inception, they are created to aid the Administration in 

making a determination regarding a person’s eligibility for disability benefits.  The electronic file is 

created with logical divisions.  The electronic Certified Administrative Record (eCAR) retains those logical 

divisions.  An eCAR has the following elements: 

1.  Certification Page 

2. Court Transcript Index 

3. Documents Related to Administrative Process (including the ALJ decision and 

transcript of the oral hearing, if applicable) 

4. Payment Documents and Decisions 

5. Jurisdictional Documents and Notices 

6. Non-Disability Related Development 

7. Disability Related Development 

8. Medical Records 

SSA OAO produces a CD that contains the eCAR and delivers it to the US Attorney. 

  

                                                           
1
 The number of jurisdictions accepting eCAR changes on a daily basis.  For a depiction of the filing practices across 

the 94 jurisdictions, please see Appendix 1:  eCAR Filing Practices diagram 
2
 Courts may also see two other kinds of electronic certified administrative records from Social Security:  cases that 

began as paper and were converted to an electronic form to upload in CM/ECF – these will follow a size-
segmented format; electronic cases that were converted to pdf in a size-segmented format. Paper certified 
administrative records will still exist for social security cases which have paper files 
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II.  SSA Encryption 

 

When you insert the disc from SSA with the eCAR this screen appears: 

 

The Social Security Administration is obligated to protect personally identifiable information (PII).  Thus, 

SSA will encrypt any information sent in electronic format as a precaution and safety measure to protect 

the PII.  Non-SSA users must enter a login and password to open the eCAR. 
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Double click on the red cross PME icon.  You will be prompted for an account name and password: 
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SSA will provide the account name and password to enable access to the information in the eCAR.  Enter 

the account name: 
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Enter the SSA provided password:

 

Click OK. 

This screen will appear: 
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III. Saving encrypted files to a drive 

Double click the .zip file icon.  The main screen for the eCAR will appear: 

 

 

In order to use CM/ECF you have to be able to browse to a drive on your computer to retrieve the 

documents you are going to file. 

The eCAR documents are encrypted.  Thus, you will have to save them to a drive on your computer in an 

unencrypted form so that you can access them when you are ready to file in CM/ECF. 

To save the files on your computer, select all the files and click extract.  Select a drive on your computer 

to extract the files to. 

Now you are ready to file the Administrative Record. 
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IV.  Logging in to CM/ECF 

Log in to CM/ECF: 

 

User your CM/ECF login and password (rather than PACER) because you are going to FILE documents in 

the court’s system: 
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This takes you to the main screen of CM/ECF 
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V.  Finding the Administrative Record event in CM/ECF 

Each district has a different name in its dictionary for the SSA Administrative Record event.  So start by 

doing a search in CM/ECF for the event: 

 

A dialog box appears for you to insert the text of your query: 

 

 

Search for SSA Administrative Record, or SSA Transcript: 
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Search results will appear: 

 

You can click the hyperlinked event name to start the docketing process, or you can follow the menu 

tree to navigate to the event from the identified menu.  The displayed search result tells you which 

menu to look in to file the eCAR.   

If the search result does not provide a specific event, contact your civil case manager to determine the 

correct event to use. 

For purposes of this guide, the search result directs that the event is listed under Civil Events.  So click on 

Civil on the main blue menu at the top: 
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Scrolling through the menus under the civil menu, we find that in this CM/ECF system, Other Documents 

lives under the Other Filings menu: 

 

 

So select that menu and you will get a drop down menu of choices of documents to file in CM/ECF: 
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Scroll through the choices in the drop down menu until you find SSA Administrative Record (or the 

district appropriate name for the SSA eCAR event) 

 

 

Select the event by clicking on it – it will populate the Selected Event text box to the right of the drop 

down menu: 
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 Click Next. 
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VI.  Initiating the filing of the Administrative Record 

a.  Your Case Number 

CM/ECF prompts you to enter your US District Court Case Number: 

 

 

Enter your case number and click the Find This Case box: 

 

 

CM/ECF will search for and locate your case.  This is the screen you will see when CM/ECF knows in 

which case you wish to file your documents.  Click Next. 
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VI.b.  Main Document 

When you get the screen that shows you your case name underlined in blue – an active link – you are 

ready to begin filing in that case.  Click Next. 

 

This is the screen from which you will begin attaching the eCAR: 
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From here you are going to click the browse button and browse to the drive where the eCAR has been 

saved in unencrypted form. 
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Click on the drive that contains the eCAR files: 
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VII.  Attaching the 7 standard parts of the SSA Administrative Record 

The eCAR has seven standard parts and the remainder of the files represents the medical evidence from 

the eCAR.  

When you look at the eCAR files on your computer’s drive, you will see that there is one very large file – 

labeled, “Complete Certified Administrative Record.”  In most districts, this file will be prohibitively large 

to load into CM/ECF.  If the large file fits within the CM/ECF size limits, upload it as one part.  In 

jurisdictions where attachment sizes require segmentation of the file, the large file is still important for 

the judge’s courtesy copy disk.  It is in this file that the Table of Contents links will work for the entire 

file. 

As you upload these seven or more parts, keep the following filing guidelines in mind.  Each district has 

different maximum sizes for attachments in CM/ECF.  Ensure that your attachment falls within the 

allowable attachment size.  A quick place to look for size limitations is on the front page of CM/ECF 

under the link named “Court Information.”  If the maximum PDF file size or maximum merge document 
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size changes for your district, please alert your contact at SSA so that future eCARs can be segmented 

according to new file size allowances. 

 

Another element to keep in mind is timing out of CM/ECF.  High-speed internet is required for most 

districts; use the fastest connection available to you. 

 

 

There is a precise and particular order in which the partitioned files should be loaded into CM/ECF. 
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The first file you want to attach in CM/ECF is the Certification Page.  So select 001 Certification Page and 

hit Open. 

 

 

Once you select Open, CM/ECF loads the pdf into the system. 
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Next you are going to want to load the attachments in the proper order so that the docket reflects the 

eCAR in logical order: 

Select the second browse box and browse to Court Transcript Index.   

 

VIII.  Descriptions for each attachment 
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With the addition of this document to CM/ECF you will now also categorize the attachment and provide 

a description.  It is here that you will make the docket text clear as to what is contained in each 

attachment. 

 

Each district may have different categories in the drop down menu.  Select a logical choice for the 

category, here either appendix or supplement would be correct.  You may also elect to leave the field 

blank and not select a category name. 

 

When you type the description of the attached document, ensure that the description is accurate and 

helpful.  The name provided on the eCAR is a good guide, however, for some attachments you will want 

to add additional language, particularly for the attachment that contains the ALJ decision. 
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The remaining order of the attachments follows the numerical description file names in your eCAR.   

Specifically, file the attachments in the following order with the following descriptions: 

002 Court Transcript Index 

003 Documents Related to Administrative Process Including Transcript – your description should be 

entered as “ALJ decision and ODAR hearing transcript” 

004 Payment Documents and Decisions 

005 Jurisdictional Documents and Notices 

006 Non Disability Related Development 

007 Disability Related Development 

008 Medical Records – part x of x 
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. . . And so on until all the medical evidence is entered
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The system will ask you to select the filer. 

 

Select Commissioner Astrue and click Next. 

The system allows you to use a drop down box to modify the docket text.  No need to modify this text – 

select next. 
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IX.  Review your docket text 

CM/ECF gives you one last chance to review your docket text and ensure it is correct. 

 

X.  Check you Notice of Electronic Filing (NEF) 

If correct, click next and you get your Notice of Electronic Filing (NEF): 
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When you check your email box and go to see your free look from the NEF generated by your filing, you 

will see that the docket text looks like such: 

 

Here, then you have one docket entry that has all of the eCAR easily accessible. 
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XI.  Alternative Docketing Methods 

Some CM/ECF systems may restrict the number of attachments you put on your first docket entry.  In 

those instances, docket the Administrative Record and as many attachments as permissible, and then 

docket an Addendum and relate it to the Administrative Record on the docket. 

 

 

 

Click next and you get an opportunity to modify the text of the docket entry. 

 

Click next. 
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Here is the last chance to modify the text by going back, or committing to the filing.  Click next. 
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XI.a.  Two docket entries 

You receive your NEF for your administrative record filing, but you are not yet done.  We still need to 

add the remainder of the Administrative Record. 

Go back to the Civil menu 

 

Select Other Documents 

We’ve already docketed the Administrative Transcript so now we just need to docket the remainder of 

the exhibits that make up the Administrative Transcript.  From the drop down menu you can select 

Addendum or Exhibits – either would be correct. 
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Select Addendum – it populates to the Selected Event field. 

 

Click Next.  The system knows what case you last filed in and that case number appears. 
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Since we will file the whole Administrative Record in one docketing session, we know this is the correct 

case number.  Click next. 

Confirmation that we are ready to file in the case is given by the screen with the blue line under the case 

number: 

 

Click next. 
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Now you are ready to load the remainder of the Administrative Record.  We left off with file 004 

Payment Documents.  So we will begin here with file 005 Jurisdictional Documents and Notices and add 

all of the remaining files in numerical order.  Be sure and label the description as it is labeled in the 

eCAR. 
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Click next.  This is a large amount of data for the system to load.  Be patient while it loads, it may take 

some time. 
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The system will ask you to select the filer.  Select Astrue and click next. 

XI.b.  Relating docket entries 
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Since we picked Addendum as our Docket Entry, the system wants to know if we want to relate these 

filings to another document already filed in CM/ECF.  We want to do that. 

 

Select the box to link documents and put in date you filed the main Administrative Record.  Click next. 

 

The system returns a list of documents to which you can link/relate these filings.   Click next. 
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Now the system gives you an opportunity to modify the docket text for the addendum.  No modification 

is needed.  Click next. 

 

This screen represents your last chance to proofread and start over or commit to filing these documents.  

Click next. 
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NEF for addendum. 

Now you can log out and check your email box for your NEFs and the free look you get with those. 

 

When you log in to take your free look, the docket text appears as follows. 
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Require Paper 

Courtesy Copy 

(17 Districts) 

Don’t Require Paper 

Courtesy Copy 

 (30 2/3 Districts) 

E-FILING AVAILABLE - OPTIONAL OR REQUIRED  

(47 2/3 DISTRICTS) 

E-FILING  MANDATORY                                                               

(14 DISTRICTS) 

 E-FILING  OPTIONAL  

(33  2/3 DISTRICTS) 

 

Social Security Administrative Record Filing Practices        Total 94 districts 

Compiled from March 2010 Data 

 

 

NEVER ALLOW E-FILING  

(46 1/3 DISTRICTS) 

 
(Courtesy Copy data not compiled for 

districts not permitting e-filing) 
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